## Company
Biosean Whale Watching and Marine Science

## Website
[www.biosean.com](http://www.biosean.com)

## Internship location
Spagna - Tenerife Sur

## Areas of interests
Marine biology

## Requirements / preferences
English level B2

## Description of the internship proposal
In this internship the students gain professional experience in their field of study, allowing them to become more independent and confident about themselves. Also to work in a team, practice different languages, and put into practice all their knowledge. We give them the chance to experience the work of a marine biologist, as a touristic guide onboard whale watching tours, and also as a scientist conducting/processing scientific fieldwork.

We include accommodation.

## N° of available intern positions
1

## How to apply
Email: [info@biosean.com](mailto:info@biosean.com)

## Reference person
Daniela D'Andrea (Head of Administration) or Misael Morales Vargas (director and Marine Biologist)